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The behavior of turbulent open channel flows over permeable surfaces is not well understood. In
particular, it is not clear how the surface and the subsurface flow within the permeable bed interact
and influence each other. In order to clarify this issue we carried out two sets of experiments, one
involving velocity measurements in open channel flows over an impermeable bed composed of a
single layer of spheres, and another one where velocities were measured over and within a
permeable bed made of five such layers. Comparison of surface flow velocity statistics between the
two sets of experiments confirmed that bed permeability can significantly affect flow resistance. It
was also confirmed that even in the hydraulically rough regime, the friction factors for the
permeable bed increase with increasing Reynolds number. Such an increase in flow resistance
implies a different distribution of normal form-induced stress between the permeable and
impermeable bed cases. Subsurface flow measurements performed within the permeable bed
revealed that there is an intense transport of turbulent kinetic energy �TKE� occurring from the
surface to the subsurface flow. We provide evidence that the transport of TKE toward the lower bed
levels is driven mainly by pressure fluctuations, whereas TKE transport due to turbulent velocity
fluctuations is limited to a thinner layer placed in the upper part of the bed. It was also confirmed
that the turbulence imposed by the surface flow gradually dissipates while penetrating within the
porous medium. Dissipation occurs faster for the small scales than for the large ones, which instead
are persistent, although weak, even at the lowest bed levels. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3276292�

I. INTRODUCTION

In general, the domain of an open channel flow over a
porous bed can be divided into surface and subsurface flow
regions, which are located above and within the bed, respec-
tively �Fig. 1�. The transition layer is defined as that portion
of the subsurface flow which is influenced by the turbulent
motion of the surface flow �Fig. 1�. The hydrodynamic pro-
cesses that control the interaction between surface and sub-
surface flows play an important role in the functioning of
stream ecosystems and ecologically relevant mass transfer
processes occurring at the sediment water interface of natural
streams �i.e., the so called hyporheic exchange processes�.
Furthermore, the generic problem of flows over permeable
walls is relevant for a range of environmental and industrial
applications such as urban buildings, coastal defense, and
heat exchangers.

Despite its importance, the behaviors of turbulent open
channel flows over permeable surfaces have not been suffi-
ciently investigated and many issues concerning the interac-
tion between surface and subsurface flows need to be eluci-
dated. In particular, it is not clear how the permeability of the
bed influences the turbulence properties of the surface flow
and in turn, how the surface flow interacts with the subsur-

face flow within the transition layer. Sections I A–I C present
a review of the current knowledge on these two topics, high-
light the associated shortcomings, and outline the contribu-
tion from the present paper.

A. The effects of permeability on the surface flow

In many engineering applications, permeability is usu-
ally neglected and turbulent flows over porous beds are con-
sidered equivalent to standard rough-wall turbulent boundary
layers over impermeable beds. However, there is a substan-
tial difference between flows over impermeable and perme-
able beds. In the former case, the no-slip condition applies to
the solid surface whereas in the latter case, the flow is able to
penetrate into the bed and to interact with the interstitial
fluid. Such interaction includes mass, momentum, and en-
ergy exchange between the surface and subsurface flows. A
few experimental and numerical studies have provided some
evidence that permeability can indeed influence the proper-
ties of the surface flow. Zagni and Smith1 conducted experi-
ments with open channel flows over permeable beds com-
posed of spheres. The size and grading of the bed material
were varied extensively in order to investigate the effects of
various beds having different values of permeability on the
friction coefficients. The main finding was that even at Rey-
nolds numbers for which one would expect hydraulically
rough flow-regime friction factors for permeable beds in-
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creased with increasing Reynolds number. Zippe and Graf2

performed experiments comparing measurements taken over
permeable and impermeable beds having the same roughness
texture in order to isolate the effects of permeability on the
surface flow. The bed material was composed of spheres and
velocities were measured by means of a single velocity com-
ponent hot film anemometer. The flows investigated were in
the fully rough regime since the size of the roughness ele-
ments was much larger than the viscous length scale. Results
showed that the friction factor was higher for the permeable
case and it was Reynolds number dependent, hence substan-
tiating the findings of Zagni and Smith.1 Furthermore Zippe
and Graf2 observed that the normalized intensity of the
streamwise velocity fluctuations for the permeable and im-
permeable wall collapsed reasonably well.

Recently, Breugem et al.3 presented Direct Numerical
Simulations �DNS� of the volume-averaged Navier–Stokes
equations for a channel flow bounded by a smooth wall at the
top and a permeable wall at the bottom. The volume averag-
ing procedure was applied to a flow region big enough to
smooth inhomogeneities at the pore scale but also small
enough to resolve the flow dynamics of interest at larger
scales. This approach, besides being computationally less de-
manding than a standard DNS proved to be reliable for the
description of flow statistics above and within the permeable
wall. Breugem et al.3 point out that permeable walls are also
unavoidably rough. The effect of surface roughness on the
turbulent flow depends on the roughness Reynolds number
defined as Red=du� /�, where d is the characteristic diameter
of the particle composing the bed. The effects of permeabil-
ity on the flow may be quantified by the permeability Rey-
nolds number defined as ReK=�Ku� /�, where K is the wall
permeability and �K is a length scale of turbulence acting at
the pore scale. ReK represents a ratio between effective pore
diameter and the viscous length scale � /u�. For large values
of ReK eddies are able to penetrate the permeable wall and
the effects of permeability are significant, whereas for ReK

�1 the wall can be considered impermeable. Breugem et al.3

aimed at studying the effects of permeability exclusively;
therefore a small particle diameter was imposed in the simu-
lations in order to have a small Red and high ReK. This
guaranteed that the effects of permeability were enhanced
and those of roughness minimized. The analysis of mean

velocity profiles showed that the higher the bed permeability,
the higher the resistance imposed on the flow. When com-
pared to the smooth wall case, vertical profiles of turbulence
intensity �i.e., rms of velocity fluctuations� for the permeable
wall showed a decrease in the peak of the streamwise veloc-
ity component and an increase in the peak of the spanwise
and wall-normal components. This effect was explained as a
consequence of the absence of longitudinal low- and high-
speed streaks destroyed by the turbulent transport across the
permeable surface.

The main outcome from the studies listed above is that
friction factors for permeable beds are Reynolds number de-
pendent even in the hydraulically rough regime and, in gen-
eral, are higher than the friction factors related to imperme-
able beds having identical roughness texture. Zagni and
Smith1 claimed that the flow mechanism responsible for such
an increase in friction factors is associated to shear penetra-
tion within the permeable bed. In other words, they argued
that the increase in flow resistance is associated to a more
efficient energy dissipation caused by the exchange of mo-
mentum between the surface and subsurface flows, across the
bed surface. The main shortcoming of the previous experi-
mental studies is that they are mainly focused on first order
velocity statistics and the effects of permeability on other
relevant turbulence quantities have been largely neglected.

B. Turbulence properties of the transition layer

In existing literature, there are many experimental and
numerical studies of the flow properties of the transition
layer in the case of laminar boundary layers.4–12 In contrast,
due to technical difficulties and heavy computational costs,
the number of experiments and numerical simulations explic-
itly designed for investigating the transition layer between a
turbulent boundary layer and a porous medium region is
much more limited.13–15,3

Ruff and Gelhar13 performed velocity measurements in
pipe flows where the porous medium was composed of foam.
Velocities were measured by means of hot-wire anemometry.
Results showed that mean velocities and turbulence intensi-
ties decayed exponentially within the porous medium.

Another experimental attempt to gain insight into the
turbulence characteristics of the subsurface flow was pre-
sented by Vollmer et al.,15 where pressure fluctuations were
measured at different levels within a gravel bed of an open
channel flow, in order to investigate the effects of coherent
structures on the exchange of solutes between the surface
and subsurface flows. The rms of pressure fluctuations were
found to decrease exponentially inside the bed where the
high frequency components of the pressure signal vanished
more rapidly than low frequency components. It was also
argued that high frequency pressure fluctuations were caused
by “bursting” events such as sweeps and ejections, whereas
low frequencies were induced by the large scale flow struc-
tures scaling with the water depth.

Although the main focus of the numerical work by Breu-
gem et al.3 was investigating the effects of permeability on
the surface flow, plenty of results are also presented about
the flow within the permeable wall. The simulations of Breu-
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FIG. 1. Flow subdivision in open channel flows over permeable beds, the
solid line represents a possible mean velocity profile.
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gem et al.3 confirmed the exponential decay of turbulence
intensities, pressure fluctuations, and mean velocities within
the permeable bed.

It is clear that the properties of turbulence within the
transition layer have been poorly investigated. In particular,
experimental studies on this topic are scarce �only the studies
from Ruff and Gelhar13 and Vollmer et al.15 provided some
insight�. More needs to be done to provide data for future
model validations and also to gain more insight into the
transport mechanisms responsible for the coupling between
the surface and the subsurface flow.

C. Aims and objectives

Within the context of the study of open channel flows
over permeable beds, the general objectives of the present
paper are as follows: �i� investigating the influence of perme-
ability on the turbulence properties of the surface flow, with
particular focus on flow resistance, second order velocity sta-
tistics, and the vertical distribution of shear stress compo-
nents; �ii� investigating, with unprecedented experimental
detail, the turbulence properties of the subsurface flow within
a packed bed underlying turbulent open channel flows at two
different Reynolds numbers.

In order to fulfill the objectives listed above, we have
designed and carried out two sets of experiments: one set
involved open channel flows over a single layer of spheres,
while for another one the bed was made of five such layers.
The one layer bed was considered as rough and imperme-
able, whereas the five layer bed was considered as rough and
permeable. The main difference between the two is that the
latter allows for the surface flow to interact with a volume of
fluid below the bed surface, which is much larger than the
typical size of the bed roughness. Since the two bed configu-
rations are characterized by the same roughness texture, the
comparison of surface flow velocity statistics between the
two allowed to isolate the effects of permeability.

The permeable bed chosen for the experiments is char-
acterized by a very large value of ReK �Table I�, which ac-
cording to Breugem et al.,3 classifies the bed as highly per-
meable. It is therefore plausible to expect differences in
surface flow characteristics between the permeable and im-
permeable bed cases.

The experimental data pertaining to the surface flow ve-
locity statistics were computed and interpreted following the
double averaging methodology �DAM�. More details on the
characteristics of such methodology and on its application to
our set of data are provided later in the text.

The packing of the spheres composing the bed was cho-
sen in order to allow velocity measurements to be performed
within the voids of the permeable bed and therefore to inves-
tigate the turbulence properties of the subsurface flow. Such
measurements helped identifying the dominant scales of tur-
bulence characterizing the subsurface flow and to clarify the
transport mechanisms which control the exchange of turbu-
lent kinetic energy �TKE� between the surface and subsur-
face flows.

Following the description of the experimental proce-
dures and methods presented in Sec. II, this paper is orga-

nized as follows: Sec. III is devoted to the description and
interpretation of the results. This section is divided into two
parts: The first deals with the effects of permeability on the
surface flow whereas the second includes the results obtained
from the subsurface flow measurements. Then, in Sec. IV we
present a general discussion of the experimental results and
Sec. V summarizes all the main findings of the paper.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AND PROCEDURES

All the experiments were carried out using an 11 m long
tilting hydraulic flume with a 0.4 m wide rectangular cross
section. The bed was covered with 12 mm diameter glass
balls packed in a cubic pattern and arranged in two bed con-
figurations: one characterized by one layer of spheres �con-
sidered as the impermeable bed� and another by five layers
�considered as the permeable bed�. The cubic-packed bed
extended in both cases for half of the flume length, i.e., for
5.5 m. All experiments were conducted at uniform fully de-
veloped turbulent rough flow conditions. The width-to-depth
ratio was kept in all cases higher than 5, for which it is
possible to assume that the flow was two dimensional, at
least in the central part of the flume.16 The experiments were
conducted with two Reynolds numbers for each bed configu-
ration. Hereafter we refer to these two flow conditions as the
low and high Reynolds number �Re� experiments �Table I�.
The permeability of the five layer bed reported in Table I was
determined using a separate rig similar to conventional
“Darcy apparatus.” Please see Ref. 17 for a detailed descrip-
tion of the experimental apparatus and the analysis of the
data.

TABLE I. Hydraulic conditions for the experiments; H is the flow depth
measured from the bead tops to free surface; S is the slope of the bed; Re is
the bulk Reynolds number; ReK is the permeability Reynolds number; Ub is
the depth averaged velocity; R is the hydraulic radius; K is the permeability
of the bed; � is the porosity of the bed; �r and �H are the bed shear stress
calculated as in Eqs. �1� and �2�, respectively; �RS is the bed shear stress
obtained from extrapolation of the spatially averaged Reynolds stress profile
to the bead tops; f =u�

2 /Ub
2 is the friction factor.

Five layers One layer

Low Re High Re Low Re High Re

H �mm� 20 42 22 42

S �%� 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

Ub �m/s� 0.254 0.39 0.28 0.42

Re=UbH /� 5588 16380 6160 17640

�R �N /m2� 0.445 0.852 0.484 0.852

�RS �N /m2� 0.462 0.948 0.529 0.906

�H �N /m2� 0.488 1.030 0.538 1.030

u�=��RS /� �m/s� 0.0215 0.0308 0.0230 0.0301

ReK=�Ku� /� 31.2 44.6 ¯ ¯

f =u�
2 /Ub

2 7.17�10−3 6.23�10−3 6.75�10−3 5.14�10−3

K �mm2� 2.08

� �%� 48%
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A. Surface flow measurements

For both bed configurations velocity measurements
within the surface flow were carried out by means of particle
image velocimetry �PIV�. PIV is a quantitative flow visual-
ization technique that relies on the illumination of a plane
area of the flow, which is seeded with small neutrally buoy-
ant particles. In these experiments, hollow glass spheres with
a mean diameter of 15 �m were used as the seeding mate-
rial. PIV images were obtained from vertical planes of the
flume by repeatedly illuminating the flow measurement area
with a double pulsed Nd-YAG �yttrium aluminum garnet�
laser �frequency doubled to produce visible green light�,
which was synchronized with a digital camera �Kodak
�roper� megaplus ESI� that records image pairs with a 1008
�1008 pixels resolution, directly to a high-specification PC
with frame-grabbing hardware. VIDPIV analysis software was
then used to analyze the images in order to work out the
velocity field. The software applies a cross-correlation algo-
rithm, for each image pair, to regions of the flow called in-
terrogation areas, where it determines the average particle
displacements in pixel units. Hence, with the knowledge of
the time delay between laser pulses and the scale of the digi-
tal image, the software calculates particle �and flow� veloci-
ties. Interrogation areas can be overlapped to increase the
number of measurement points and better resolve spatial
characteristics of the flow.

In our experiments velocities were measured along the
bed-parallel and bed-normal directions, which are here de-
noted with �u� and �w�, respectively. The laser light sheet
was placed at two streamwise oriented vertical planes �Fig.
2�: one over the tops of the balls �top section� and another
over their connections �valley section�. The spanwise posi-
tion of the valley and top sections was chosen as close as
possible to the central cross section of the flume. For each
measurement section, the flow region investigated covered at
least one sphere diameter in length. This allowed to have
enough measurement detail to estimate spatially averaged
flow statistics.18

For each experiment, 2200 images were recorded at a
sampling frequency of roughly 13 Hz. The random error of a
PIV measurement was estimated to be �v=0.0025 m /s. It
was computed as �v=�s /�t, where �s corresponds to 1/10
of 1 pixel physical dimension, and �t is the time delay be-
tween the subsequent images.19 For each experiment the time
delay was set as �t=0.001 s. PIV measurements were vali-
dated by checking the closure for momentum balance in the
surface flow. This was carried out by comparing the shear
stress obtained from the linear interpolation of spatially av-
eraged Reynolds stress to the level of the bead tops and the
shear stress estimated from global momentum balance; the
latter was calculated in the following two ways:

�R = �gSR , �1�

�H = �gSH , �2�

where � is the water density, g is the acceleration due to
gravity, S is the slope of the bed, R is the hydraulic radius,
and H is the flow depth measured from the bead tops to the

water free surface. The representative value of the shear
stress at the measurement location should lie between the
estimates provided by Eqs. �1� and �2�, respectively.20 Equa-
tion �1� provides the minimum possible value for the shear
stress since it is estimated assuming that the flow resistance
exerted by the sidewalls of the flume is the same as that
exerted by the bed. Instead Eq. �2� provides the maximum
value since the sidewall effects are neglected. It is encourag-
ing to see that the shear stress estimated from the Reynolds
stress profiles lies between �R and �H for all the experiments
�Table I�.

B. Subsurface flow measurements

Velocities within the porous medium were measured by
means of a Met-Flow, ultrasonic velocity profiler �UVP�.21

UVP consists of a cylindrical probe �60 mm long and 8 mm
in diameter� generating a short emission of ultrasound �US�,
which travels along the measurement axis, and then hits par-
ticles in the water, which reflect part of the US energy. The
“echo” generated by the particles is then detected by the

Aerial view

Top

Valley

z

z

a) Impermeable bed configuration

b) Permeable bed configuration

PIV Laser

PIV Laser

Side view

Laser
sheet

FIG. 2. Measurement window for the PIV experiments and positioning of
the laser sheet.
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probe which determines the shift in frequency and the asso-
ciated particle velocity component along the US propagation
axis. UVP can measure instantaneous velocities at many lo-
cations along the measurement axis, permitting calculation
of both time and space-averaged flow variables. In this ap-
plication, velocities were measured by means of a 4 MHz
Met-Flow UVP probe,21 which was inserted in a hole drilled
in the bed and oriented along the flow, as shown in Fig. 3�a�.
The probe measures instantaneous velocities at 128 locations
or bins within a length of about 95 mm. Each measurement
bin is characterized by a disk shaped sampling volume with
a 0.74 mm thickness and an �5 mm diameter. The bin di-
ameter grows with distance from the probe head �Fig. 3�b��
due to the divergence of the US beam. Each bin is indepen-
dent from the other and there is no overlapping among them.

The echo signal detected by the probe was monitored
with an oscilloscope, which was particularly helpful for rec-
ognizing and then removing obstacles accidentally standing
along the measurement axis such as air bubbles or debris
particles. In the location of the UVP measurements, glass
beads were replaced with a 40 cm strip of plastic beads �Del-
rin plastic material� with the same diameter �12 mm� and the
same cubic packing. Plastic beads were used because varia-
tion in their diameters was appreciably lower compared to
the glass beads, and this helped avoiding anomalous reflec-
tions of U.S. from the beads. Furthermore, it is much easier
to drill holes through plastic than through glass. The holes

were used for inserting the UVP probe within the pores of
the bed. For the remaining part of the flume, glass beads
were preferred because of their much lower cost.

In order to improve the quality of the echo signal, seed-
ing was added upstream the test section; instant coffee
proved to be excellent for this purpose. During the flume
experiments the bed-parallel velocity component u was mea-
sured at several heights of the bed moving the UVP probe at
four positions �pores 1–4� whereas bed-normal velocities w
were measured placing the probe perpendicularly to the
flume �Fig. 3�b��. The use of only one UVP probe did not
allow the simultaneous measurement of both velocity
components.

In a UVP system, the velocity resolution Vmin �i.e., the
minimum measurable velocity� can be tuned by setting a
maximum measurable velocity Vmax. The lower Vmax the
smaller Vmin, i.e., the higher the resolution of velocity
measurements.21 The former was chosen just big enough to
cover the higher velocity magnitudes in order to have the
lowest possible Vmin. The Vmin for bed-parallel velocities was
in the range of 0.8–1.1 mm/s, whereas for the vertical com-
ponent Vmin was 0.7–0.9 mm/s.

All the advantages and shortcomings of UVP for mea-
suring velocities within packed beds are discussed in depth
in Ref. 22. Nevertheless, here we list the main results from
this previous study: �i� the UVP probe influences the pore
flow only in the first 10 mm along the measurements axis;
�ii� instantaneous UVP measurements at each location repre-
sent an average velocity of a fluid parcel contained within
the disk shaped sampling volume characterizing each mea-
surement point; �iii� despite the divergence of the US beam,
flow measurements are reliable and reasonably uniform for at
least a length of 90 mm from the probe head.

III. RESULTS

In the following text, all the results are presented by
plotting velocity statistics using the roughness tops as the
origin for the vertical coordinate. The shear velocity used for
normalization of velocity statistics is defined as u�=��RS /�.

The velocity statistics pertaining to the surface flow were
analyzed and computed following the DAM. This methodol-
ogy relies on an averaging procedure which follows two
steps: �i� time averaging is applied in order to compute flow
statistics for each measurement point contained within the
flow regions captured by PIV; �ii� flow statistics resulting
from time averaging are spatially averaged along thin boxes
parallel to the bed.18 The streamwise extent of such boxes is
one bead diameter and, in the lateral direction, they include
measurement points located in the top and valley section. By
virtue of the PIV methodology the thickness of the averaging
boxes is equal to the height of the interrogation areas. Ide-
ally, at each elevation, the averaging boxes should contain
enough measurement points to cover all the spatial heteroge-
neity of the near-bed flow. In our experiments PIV measure-
ments were performed at two lateral sections, where we ex-
pected to capture the largest spatial variations of the flow.
Spatially averaged statistics computed from more detailed

FIG. 3. Display of the UVP probe within the porous medium; �a� UVP
probe inserted into the top pore; �b� positions of the UVP probe within the
bed, i.e., pores 1–4.
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measurements along the lateral direction may slightly differ
from those presented in this paper.

The two-step averaging procedure described above was
applied to compute the following spatially averaged flow
statistics: �ū�, �u�2�, �w�2�, and �u�w��, where the straight
overbar symbol stands for time averaging, the prime index
identifies time fluctuations �e.g., u�=u− ū�, and angular
brackets denote spatial averaging. In order to gain insight
into the effects of permeability on the flow structure charac-
terizing the near-bed flow region, we also present some ve-
locity statistics which describe the variability and coherence
of the time-averaged flow. This includes the “intensity of the
spatial variability” and covariance of time-averaged veloci-
ties, i.e., ��ũ2�, ��w̃2�, and �ũw̃�, where the wavy overbar
identifies the spatial variations of the time-averaged flow
with respect to the double-averaged �DA� flow �i.e., ũ= ū

− �ū��. The two quantities ��ũ2� and ��w̃2� and the covari-
ance �ũw̃� are usually called normal and shear “form-
induced” stress, respectively.23,24 The latter represents a fluid
shear stress term appearing within the DA momentum equa-
tions. In particular, �ũw̃� accounts for the momentum flux
induced by the heterogeneity and covariance of the bed-
parallel and bed-normal time-averaged velocities.25,26 For a
complete review of the DAM methodology and the associ-
ated DA transport equations, see Refs. 27 and 28.

A. Surface flow: A comparative analysis

Figure 4 shows DA velocity and spatially averaged Rey-
nolds stress for the permeable and impermeable bed experi-
ments. Throughout the whole flow depth, DA velocities nor-
malized with the shear velocity are lower above the
permeable bed than those above the impermeable bed. The
associated increase in friction factor is 21% in the high Re
experiment and 6% in the low Re experiment �Table I�. The
enhancement of friction factors due to permeability and their
dependence on the Reynolds number is in line with the find-
ings of Zagni and Smith1 and Zippe and Graf.2

In general, the vertical profiles of the spatially averaged
turbulence intensities �	u /u� ,	w /u�� and shear Reynolds
stress ��u�w�� /u�

2� follow curves which agree well with those
typical of rough-bed open channel flows. In proximity of the
bed surface, 	u /u� and 	w /u� reach the standard maxima of
roughly 2 and 1, respectively. Further above, 	u /u� and
	w /u� decrease with height following a well known
exponential-law behavior.29,16 The spatially averaged shear
Reynolds stress linearly increases with decreasing elevation
until it reaches a maximum at z /d=0.05 and then decreases
toward the bed surface. Such a decrease in �u�w�� /u�

2 is due
to non-negligible form-induced and viscous shear stress,
contributing to momentum balance in the near-bed flow re-
gion �see Fig. 6 below and Ref. 18�. Below the roughness
crests, form and viscous drag are also responsible for the
rapid decrease in the spatially averaged Reynolds stress. Un-
like mean velocities, 	u /u�, 	w /u�, and �u�w�� /u�

2 show no
obvious difference between permeable and impermeable bed
experiments, except for 	u /u�, which seem to be slightly
smaller for the permeable bed.

The normalized TKE production term due to the work of

the spatially averaged Reynolds stress against DA mean flow
�Fig. 5� is very similar for the permeable and impermeable
beds at both Re. This means that the increase in the friction
factor for the permeable bed is not a result of enhanced tur-
bulence production within the surface flow. Therefore, as ar-
gued by Zagni and Smith1 such additional frictional drag
must occur within the bed and probably as a result of en-
hanced shear penetration.

Figures 6 and 7 show ��ũ2�, ��w̃2�, and �ũw̃� normal-
ized with the friction velocity u� and the local DA velocity
�ū�, respectively. As one would expect, these quantities are
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higher in the near-bed region �where the time-averaged flow
is directly influenced by the roughness topography� and then
decrease with increasing height. ��ũ2� and ��w̃2� become
negligible at z /d
0.5, whereas �ũw̃� is already very small
for z /d
0.1.

Interestingly, ��ũ2� /u� are higher for the impermeable
bed experiments at both Re, whereas ��w̃2� /u� show a Re
dependence. Indeed, ��w̃2� /u� is higher for the impermeable
bed, at the high Re experiment, but lower at the low Re
experiment. Consistently with ��ũ2� /u�, form-induced shear
stress normalized with u� is slightly higher for the imperme-
able bed compared to the permeable bed

Overall, �ū� provides a much more effective velocity
scale for the normalization of ��ũ2� and ��w̃2� since it pro-
vides a much better collapse of the data �Fig. 7�. From a
physical point of view, this means that the higher the DA
velocities, the stronger are the spatial variations of the time-
averaged flow.

B. Subsurface flow

We now investigate the turbulence properties of the sub-
surface flow. The reader should be aware that in this section,
we include figures where PIV and UVP data �pertaining to
the surface and subsurface flows, respectively� are shown
together in order to provide a complete picture of the whole
flow domain, over and below the bed surface. However, the
velocity statistics computed from the two sets of data are not
perfectly comparable since PIV and UVP measure velocities
within significantly different sampling volumes. PIV data are
used to plot velocity statistics for z /d
−0.17, whereas UVP
data for z /d�0. A small overlap of results obtained from the
two measurement systems appear for the flow region −0.17
�z /d�0 in Figs. 10�b� and 12�b� below, which show the
second and third order moments of the vertical velocity
component.

By means of the horizontal deployment of the UVP
probe within the packed bed, it was possible to measure bed-
parallel velocities at many points along the US propagation
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axis and hence assess the spatial variability of the time-
averaged flow induced by the spheres. Figure 8 shows time-
averaged bed-parallel velocities ū measured by the UVP at
all four levels within the bed. Due to continuity, time-
averaged velocities increase in the narrower sections of the
pores and decrease in the larger ones. This gives the wavy
shape profile of ū shown in Fig. 8.

In analogy with the surface flow, bed-parallel velocities
measured by UVP, within the subsurface flow, were averaged
first in time and then in space. However, for UVP, the spatial
averaging window covers a flow region placed between 12
and 97 mm �seven bead diameters� from the face of the
probe. The first 12 mm of the measurement window were
neglected because the velocities in this region were influ-
enced by the probe itself.22 DA velocities are shown together
in Fig. 9 for all flow conditions.

In the upper parts of the bed, where the flow is strongly
affected by the turbulent stream, DA velocity profiles show a
peculiar feature: intuitively one would say that mean veloci-
ties within the subsurface flow should decrease uniformly
within the bed due to the weakening of the shearing effect
induced by the surface flow. In the experiments presented
herein, this happens for the flow region 0�z /d�−0.17

where velocities decrease almost linearly with z �measure-
ments of linear velocity profiles within the roughness layer
of various rough beds are also reported by Nikora et al.30�. In
contrast, mean velocities �ū� below pore 1 �z /d�−1� start to
increase creating an unexpected dip in the velocity profile.
The validation of this result as well as a plausible explana-
tion for this anomalous behavior are discussed in Ref. 25.

Figure 10 shows turbulence intensities. It is worth noting
that due to the technicality of the measurements, the 	w pro-
files contain somewhat inconsistent data. While for PIV data
it was possible to compute DA of the bed-normal velocity
statistics; for the UVP data such spatial averaging could not
be applied because velocities were measured only along a
single vertical. The same applies to all the statistics involving
the vertical velocity component.

Within the bed, turbulence intensity decays following an
exponential form as observed by Ruff and Ghelar13 and
Breugem et al.3 The exponential shape is well observable
only from the profile of the bed-normal velocity component
which, along the vertical, is resolved by many more points
than the bed-parallel component.

Figure 10 shows that going from pore 4 to 1 �i.e., from
z /d=−4 to z /d=−1�, turbulence intensities 	u /u� increase
very slowly. This result may give the wrong perspective of
the subsurface flow being characterized by a fairly uniform
level of turbulence. However, such a slow increase can be
justified by the significant drop of DA velocities observed in
Fig. 9. In fact, turbulence intensities normalized with local
DA velocities �Fig. 11� increase at a much higher rate, indi-
cating that the turbulence activity significantly increases go-
ing from pore 4 to 1.

Figure 12 shows the third order velocity moments for the
bed-parallel and bed-normal velocity components, i.e.,
Muuu= �u�3� /	u

3 and Mwww= �w�3� /	w
3 , respectively. Mwww

gives indications on the rate and direction of TKE transport
occurring by means of turbulent fluctuations. Mwww is posi-
tive above the roughness tops and negative below �for 0
�z /d�−1.6� suggesting upward and downward TKE trans-
ports, respectively. For z /d�−1.6, Mwww oscillates around
zero indicating that below a certain level, the transport of
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TKE �from the surface flow to the subsurface flow� by means
of turbulent velocity fluctuations vanishes. Muuu are negative
throughout the whole subsurface flow, indicating that large
values of bed-parallel velocity fluctuations occur mainly
when they are negative.

1. Two-point statistics and spectral analysis

We now present two point statistics and spectral analysis
to investigate the dominant scales of turbulence characteriz-
ing the subsurface flow. The analysis of two point statistics is
here focused on the cross-correlation function of the type

RHuu�r,t� = u1��x1,t�u2��x2,t + ��/	u1
	u2

, �3�

where r= 	x2−x1	 is the streamwise distance between two
points taken along the measurement window, � is the time
lag, u1� and u2� are time fluctuations of the streamwise veloc-
ity component at positions 1 and 2, respectively, and 	1 and
	2 represent the standard deviation of the streamwise veloc-
ity component at locations 1 and 2, respectively. Figure 13

shows cross-correlation functions calculated for spatial lags
r=24 and 48 mm; x1 was fixed at 24 mm from the head of
the probe, in a position where the section of the pore is
largest. Since r was chosen as a multiple of the diameter of
the spheres, �i.e., d=12 mm�, x2 was also positioned where
the pore has its largest section.

At pores 2–4, the shape of RHuu indicates that the flow is
characterized by eddies having two well distinguished turn-
over time scales �� : �i� a large one, which imposes non-
negligible values of RHuu for turnover time scales roughly
ten times larger than H /Ub, which is the typical time scale of
the largest eddies generated within the surface flow �i.e.,
��
10H /Ub� and �ii� a small one which instead is respon-
sible for the appearance of small spikes characterized by
���H /Ub. We argue that the large turnover time scales are
caused by large scale turbulent motions generated in the sur-
face flow and then imposed onto the subsurface flow. In-
stead, the small spikes are associated with pore-scale eddies
locally generated within the porous medium in the form of
wakes forming around the beads. It is not clear why second-
ary peaks do not appear at pore 1. At this location the influ-
ence of the surface flow is strongest and turbulence intensi-
ties are significantly larger than in the lower pores �Figs. 10
and 11�. It is plausible that the velocity fluctuations associ-
ated to such turbulent flow may be responsible to move wake
eddies in and out of pore 1. This means that such wake
eddies may not be able to travel along pore 1 for distances
equal to r= 	x2−x1	 and therefore to contribute to RHuu�r , t�.

Correlation maxima imposed by the large scale eddies
decrease in magnitude from pore 1 to pore 4, indicating that
the energy of the large scales of motion imposed by the
surface flow progressively weakens when they penetrate
within the bed. Such weakening of large scale eddies is con-
sistent with the decay of turbulence intensities observed in
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Fig. 10. At pore 4, RHuu display a weak contribution from
large scale eddies so that pore-scale turbulence become the
major contributors to correlation.

RHuu maxima for r=24 and 48 mm, being associated to
large or wake-scale eddies, are shifted along the �Ub /H axis.
This is a result of eddy advection. For one spatial lag r, the
maxima of RHuu associated to large and wake eddies occur at
different time lags, which suggest that these two scales of
turbulence have a different advection velocity Ua. Such ve-
locity can be estimated as the ratio between the spatial lag r
and the time lag at which the maxima in RHuu occur. Advec-
tion velocities for large and wake-scale eddies were calcu-
lated for the high Re experiments for which such maxima
were most visible. Ua for both eddy scales have been calcu-
lated for three values of r in order to have a more robust
statistics. Figure 14 shows that within the bed, large scale
eddies move much faster than pore-scale eddies. Their ad-
vection velocity is indeed comparable with the bulk mean
velocity Ub of the surface flow. This confirms that such large
scale eddies must be generated within the surface flow and
then imposed within the subsurface flow. Instead, pore-scale
eddies are generated locally because they move at velocities
which are comparable with local/subsurface mean velocities
�ū��z�.

Power spectra are usually obtained in the frequency do-
main as they are computed from single-point velocity mea-
surements. It is possible to go from the frequency to the
wave number domain by applying the Taylor hypothesis of
frozen turbulence and hence have information on the spatial
structure of turbulence. This hypothesis relies on the assump-
tion that turbulent eddies at different length scales are ad-
vected by a velocity equal to the local mean velocity. In this
study, the horizontal deployment of the UVP probe allowed
having instantaneous measurements of u at 128 points along
the x direction so that it was possible to compute spectra

directly in the wave number domain Kx=2� /x, where x is
the spatial scale of interest. This represents a great advantage
since as we have observed from two point correlation func-
tions, within the bed, eddies of different scales advect with
different velocities and therefore the Taylor hypothesis is not
applicable.

In order to obtain spectra directly in the wave number
domain, one should consider measurements covering a
length scale which contains the largest eddies in the flow so
that each instantaneous measurement covers most of the tur-
bulence scales of interest. This condition is best satisfied for
the five layer low Re experiment, for which the measurement
length covers up to four times the flow depth, which is
roughly considered as the length of the largest eddies gener-
ated in turbulent open channel flows.31–33 We acknowledge
that much larger scales have been recently observed in tur-
bulent boundary layers and pipe flows �up to 20 times the
boundary layer thickness, see Ref. 34� but their measurement
and detection are well beyond the capabilities of our mea-
surement system.

Spectra in the wave number domain were computed as
follows: First, instantaneous spectra Su�kx , t� were calculated
for each instantaneous profile of velocity fluctuations u��x , t�
using a fast Fourier transform technique. Instantaneous spec-
tra were also normalized with the variance of the velocities
measured within each profile. Second, all the spectra ob-
tained from instantaneous realizations of the flow were aver-
aged at each wave number in order to decrease the confi-
dence interval pertaining to each spectral estimate.

Spectra at all elevations are shown in Fig. 15. At pore 1,
turbulent eddies at low wave numbers �within the range 2
kxH10 corresponding to eddies of size between one and
four times the flow depth� are the major contributors to spec-
tral energy �Fig. 15�. However, moving from pore 1 to 4, the
contribution of low wave number components progressively
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decreases. The damping of spectral energy for such scales is
consistent with the decrease in cross-correlation maxima ob-
served in Fig. 13. Within the range of 2kxH10, such
damping occurs faster for the higher than for the lower wave
numbers. This is consistent with the concept of the porous
medium acting as a low pass filter for surface flow turbu-
lence. Such concept was first introduced in Ref. 15 where
pressure fluctuations were measured within a gravel bed un-
derneath an open channel flow. The rms of the pressure fluc-
tuations were observed to quickly decrease within the bed
and it was found that the bed dissipated high frequency fluc-
tuations faster than the low frequency components; the signal
of which was instead persistent even at the lowest bed levels.

At pores 2–4, power spectra develop a large peak at
kxH�40 which corresponds to an eddy length scale of
�3–4 mm �this is particularly visible in Fig. 15�b� where
spectra are plotted in premultiplied form�. Such a spectral
peak mirrors the appearance of the small spikes in the cross-
correlation functions RHuu of Fig. 13 and is associated to a
wake type of turbulence generated by the flowing of water
around the beads.

It should be noted that in general, in a fully developed
turbulent flow RHuu computed with r=24 or 48 mm would
not be able to capture the contribution of eddies with size of
3–4 mm. This happens because eddies lose their coherency if
they travel for distances much larger than their size. How-
ever, our experiments �at pores 2–4� were performed at a
maximum pore Reynolds number Rep
250 which, accord-
ing to Ref. 17, supports the occurrence of a transitional
rather than a fully turbulent flow regime �using the same
porous bed as in this paper, Horton and Pokrajac17 defined
the pore Reynolds number as Rep= �ū�p /�, where p
=5 mm is the pore diameter�. At this regime, wake eddies
are occasionally shed from the spheres and are free to travel
along the pores for fairly long distances without losing their
coherency. Indeed, we observed �not shown here� that at pore
4 the secondary peak in RHuu is still visible up to lags
r=72 mm.

IV. DISCUSSION

In the present paper the effects of permeability on the
subsurface flow have been isolated by comparing the veloc-
ity statistics of a flow over a single layer of spheres and a
flow over five layers of spheres. The one layer case is con-
sidered as an impermeable bed which maintains the same
surface roughness as the five layer bed. One may argue that
a layer of half spheres could be a better choice than a layer of
spheres because it is “more impermeable” while it still main-
tains the same surface roughness as the five layer bed. How-
ever, the use of spheres instead of half spheres allows evalu-
ating the implications of some of our results for applications
in river engineering. Indeed, hydraulic engineers usually es-
timate parameters related to flow resistance, such as the
Manning coefficient, from the measurement of a characteris-
tic diameter of the grains composing a river bed surface. By
applying such a procedure, one would have predicted the
same Manning coefficient for both our bed configurations.
With our experiments we show that this is not correct be-

cause the permeable bed has higher friction factors than the
impermeable bed composed of identical grains. Therefore
flow resistance of natural streams with highly permeable
beds should be predicted by examining not just the layer of
grains composing its surface but also the underlying porous
structure. Using half spheres instead of spheres would mask
this result because the equivalent diameter of half spheres is
smaller than sphere diameter �it is between d and d /2� so it
would have been perfectly plausible to observe higher fric-
tion factors for the permeable bed.

The experimental data presented in this paper allow
identifying the mechanisms of production and transport of
turbulence in open channel flows over permeable beds: the
level slightly above the roughness tops represents the major
source of TKE production �Fig. 5�. Below this level, the
turbulent transport of TKE diverges, splitting into upward
and downward contributions �Fig. 12�. The transport of TKE
by means of turbulent velocity fluctuations vanishes one
bead diameter below the roughness tops; however more
TKEs are transported further down within the bed. Indeed
cross-correlation functions and spectra �Figs. 13 and 15�
clearly show how large scale eddies generated within the
surface flow influence the subsurface flow even at the lowest
bed levels. Since turbulent transport due to velocity fluctua-
tions is not responsible for such TKE transfer, this must be
promoted by pressure fluctuations. This finding is consistent
with the results of Breugem et al.:3 in their simulations, the
pressure transport term is the only one �among the other
transport terms� that survives at the deepest positions within
the permeable wall.

The analysis of our data revealed that in turbulent flows
over permeable beds, there is a significant exchange of TKE
between the surface and the subsurface flow. Therefore it
appears surprising, to the authors, why such an interchange
of energy does not impose any significant difference in the
turbulence intensity profiles between the permeable and im-
permeable cases �Fig. 4�. However, we also acknowledge
that our results are limited to flows at relatively low Rey-
nolds numbers. Since we have seen that the effects of per-
meability on the surface flow increase with increasing Re, it
is plausible to expect more influence on the turbulence sta-
tistics as higher Re are approached.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Velocity measurements have been carried out in open
channel flows over and within a permeable bed composed of
five layers of beads. Comparison of flow statistics with an
impermeable bed made of just one layer of such beads al-
lowed investigating the influence of permeability on the sur-
face flow statistics. Measurements of velocities within the
five layer bed allowed investigating the turbulence properties
of the subsurface flow and its interaction with the surface
flow above. The analysis of results lead to the following
main findings.

�i� The permeable bed offers a higher flow resistance
than the impermeable bed. Flow resistance increases
with increasing Reynolds number. As argued in Ref.
1, such an increase seems to be caused by enhanced
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shear penetration within the bed whereas TKE pro-
duction �scaled with the flow depth and the shear ve-
locity� in the surface flow remains basically unaltered.

�ii� Spatial variations of the time-averaged flow and the
form-induced shear stress scale well with the local
DA velocity. Since the permeable bed generates
higher flow resistance than the impermeable bed, the
same quantities, when scaled with u�, become larger
for the impermeable bed.

�iii� Within the bed, we can recognize two types of turbu-
lence, one generated at the pore scale and another one,
more energetic, remotely generated within the surface
flow and then imposed onto the flow within the bed.
The associated transport of TKE by means of turbu-
lent velocity fluctuations is limited to the upper part of
the bed, whereas the pressure fluctuations allow TKE
to be transported to much lower bed levels.

�iv� Analysis of spectra and two point statistics revealed
that the turbulence imposed by the surface flow
gradually dissipates while penetrating within the po-
rous medium, which behaves as a low pass filter. In-
deed dissipation occurs faster for the small scales of
turbulence than for the large ones, which instead are
persistent, although weak, even at the lowest bed
levels.
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